USER MANAGEMENT
Managing access to your data is taken care of entirely through
DataRiverTM. Allow practice managers to only view the metrics
they need while maintaining the security and integrity of your
data across your health system. Manage user access to reports,
dashboards, and more.

SPREADSHEET & AD-HOC ANALYSIS
DataRiverTM helps you think. Perform all kinds of “what-if?” &
“why did it happen?” analysis at your pace with whatever data
you choose.
You can analyze trends using our web-based reports, or slice,
dice and dissect data using a Microsoft Excel pivot table
interface. Or choose in-depth analysis using SQL Analysis
Services with structured data tables to answer your toughest
questions.

Transforming healthcare
data into clear, actionable
insights to maximize value
and minimize cost.

Our reports aren’t static. Dive as deep as you wish into the data.
Anyone can do it. And should you ever need to add more data to
the mix, no problem! It won’t require invasive IT surgery.

SECURE CLOUD STORAGE
Sharing critical reports with your team and organization can be
daunting. DataRiverTM provides secure cloud storage that can be
accessed from your office or from your tablet while you’re on
the go. With its straightforward report sharing capability, you
get the access you need to review and make decisions when it
counts.

GOT DATA, NOW WHAT?
You have data coming at you from all sides, but regrettably it
isn’t providing the essential insights you need to strengthen
healthcare delivery and financial performance across your
healthcare continuum.

PHYSICIAN DIRECTORY
DataRiverTM structures your physician roster into a managed
directory where users can update physician details as they
change. These changes are immediately updated in your central
data warehouse so reports are always current, reflecting the
latest information.
The Physician Directory also allows for custom reporting.
Search by physician attributes such as specialty, NPI, and more
to gather the information you need.

The DataRiver™ Business Intelligence platform organizes
healthcare data from disparate systems to aid in enterprise-wide
strategic planning. Its robust applications allow for deep
assessment of your health system, hospital, and physician
groups to drive improvements in productivity, quality of care,
cost, and market growth.
DataRiver™ gives you more than just numbers on a page.
Instead, it shows you how to look at your data in order to
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improve your health system’s economics through empirically

info@datariver.me

based business decisions.

www.datariver.me

We integrate and map
disparate healthcare
datasets into one system

Consulting Services

Analytics Products

Our consulting services involve much more
than just a spreadsheet. Unlike others, our
recommended strategies are data-driven
and derived from quantitative analysis
performed through our DataRiverTM platform.

PHYSICIAN ECONOMICS

REVENUE CYCLE ANALYTICS
Staffing Optimization

Patient Registration

Physician Open Encounter

Rate Reimbursement
and Variance

Payment Posting
EHR

BILLING

GL

COSTING

Credentialing
Work Queues

DATARIVER
VIRTUAL
ANALYTICS
WAREHHOUSE

Our proprietary
algorithms are applied to
the data to deliver analytic
insight into every view

WEB EXCEL

WEB SQL

A10 PRACTICE ASSESSMENT

PHYSICIAN REVENUE ANALYZER

Identify the biggest revenue and cost opportunities
across the 10 economic drivers of productivity, visit
coding, rates, payer mix, revenue cycle, charge master,
utilization, compensation, costs, and labor costs.

Comprehensive revenue cycle performance
reporting and analytics for the ambulatory
operation.

HOSPITAL ECONOMICS
Acute Care

AR Management
Coding
Denials

Claims

OTHER SERVICES
Revenue cycle assessment
Revenue cycle execution
Staff alignment
Service line profitability

Strategic planning

Medicare Part A and B
matching

Data system assessment
Physician integration plans
Fair market valuation
Cost reduction targeting

Gain deep visibility into hospital service line cost across
inpatient, outpatient, and physician practice data as
well as payer, DRG, physician, and patient level views.

Compensation plan
modeling, socialization, and
implementation

Risk-based contracts

Marketshare strategy

DOWNSTREAM ANALYZER
Easily determine the downstream value of an employed
physician, point-of-care location, service area,
marketing campaign or any patient point of entry.

BI assessments

Revenue gap assessments

Market assessment

SERVICE LINE ANALYZER

Revenue accrual calculations
and auditing

Bundled payments

In and out migration

The DataRiverTM analytics
platform powers all of our
services & products to deliver
deep, data-driven answers

PHYSICIAN ANALYZER
Comprehensive reporting and access to key
productivity, physician cost, revenue cycle, and
practice financial data at every level of the
organization.

Preauthorization

Billing

Value-based reimbursement
assessments

WEB DASHBOARDS

Ambulatory Care

MARKET ANALYZER

HOSPITAL REVENUE ANALYZER

Drill down to the finest possible detail into consolidated
market data to access physician referral, population mix,
and competitor mix within any given market.

Comprehensive revenue cycle performance
reporting and analytics for the acute operation.

VALUE-BASED REIMBURSEMENT
Transition from fee-for-service to value-based focus

Downstream analyses
Pro forma creation
Practice assessment
Physician market needs
analysis
Leakage analysis

MIPS PERFORMANCE

PQRS SUBMIT

A fully EHR-integrated analytics product that incorporates
both quality and cost metrics to pinpoint improvement areas.

A data extraction and integration service
that creates the fastest, most seamless experience possible.

